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The natural place to start. Our exhibitions will give
you many insights, point the way to great adventures,
and enhance your enjoyment of our region’s natural
wonders.

Welcome to the Folgefonn Centre
Insights & Interactive exhibitionse
GLACIER – FJORD – WATER – CLIMATE CHANGE
Explore our natural wonders!

CONTENTS

Our interactive exhibitions will give you many insights
about the natural wonders of the Folgefonna National Park,
and about life along the Hardangerfjord. Exhibitions also cast
light on humanity’s greatest challenge: climate change.
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Kvinnherad Tourist Information is also situated
in the Folgefonn Centre, which makes it the natural
place to start your discovery of the Folgefonn
Peninsula and all it has to offer.

CONTENTS

Located by the harbour in the centre
of Rosendal, where the Hardangerfjord
Express Boat arrives from Bergen.

Skålafjæro 17, 5470 Rosendal

Phone: +47 53 48 42 80
www.folgefonnsenteret.no
info@folgefonnsenteret.no
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BARONIET ROSENDAL

The Manor House from 1665 between fjord,
glacier, mountains and waterfalls

Ludvig Rosenkrantz and Karen Mowat
In 1658 there was a wedding between Norway’s wealthiest heir, Karen
Mowat and a poor but proud Danish nobleman. Karen Mowat and Ludvig Rosenkrantz were given the farm Hatteberg as a wedding present.
They built their home here, and called it Rosendal. It was finished in
1665. A guided tour at Baroniet Rosendal is a tour through different
epochs. The rooms are influenced by owners over 250 years, and the
manor is preserved as a home – the way it was when the last owners
left in 1927.
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BARONIET ROSENDAL

WELCOME

Baronivegen 60, 5470 Rosendal

Phone: +47 53 48 29 99
www.baroniet.no
info@baroniet.no
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THE STONE PARK
– a brief story about Life on Earth

Stone – the ancient
storytellers

The Stone Park was designed by the Norwegian
sculptor Bård Breivik. Polished stone blocks, sourced from throughout the region, tell a many-faceted geological story,
beautifully uniting art and natural science.
Geology has had a decisive influence on the formation of our land
scape, our mountains and fjords, valleys, lakes and rivers and waterfalls,
impacting our livelihood, our culture and history.
The Stone Park also tells a more slowly unfolding story – the story of
how life on Earth itself has changed through billions of years, and is still
changing. Fossils show us the life forms of earlier epochs and how the
environment has changed, while ancient stone tools and weapons tell
colourful stories of earlier societies and cultures that thrived along the
Hardangerfjord.
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THE STONE PARK

The Stone Park is a tranquil place, and entry is free of charge.
Perfect for quiet contemplation, learning about The Earth’s history,
or enjoying a picnic in beautiful surroundings.

ROSENDALSSTIFTINGA

Phone: +47 476 27 878
www.rosendalstiftinga.no
post@rosendalstiftinga.no
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ELISAS HUS
Elisa Helland-Hansen Ceramics

Handmade pottery
Visitors who are especially interested in handmade functional pottery are
welcome to visit Elisas House with studio and shop by making appointment by text message or email.
Her studio is situated at Seimsfoss three km south of Rosendal.
Elisa Helland-Hansen has been a professional studio potter for more than
40 years and her work covers a big range of utilitarian work.
She has exhibited both nationally and internationally and is represented in many private and public collections.
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ELISAS HUS
Elisa Helland-Hansen Ceramics

ELISAS HUS
Seimshamrane 16, 5472 Seimsfoss

Phone: +47 934 51 821
www.elisahh.no
elisahh50@gmail.com
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HIKES

Start your adventure!

Rosendal is the per fect base
for magnificent hikes.
Click here for info and maps
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BEACHES & SWIMMING SPOTS

Go for a swim!

Rosendal has beaches that are perfect for the whole family.
Prestebryggja recreation area, with its sandy beach, is situated
right by Rosendal Fjordhotel, a brief walk from Rosendal village
centre.
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BEACHES & SWIMMING SPOTS

Kalvsundet, with its marina and idyllic beach, is situated
between Snilstveitøya and Kalven.

Kart med noen avmerkede plasser i og rundt Rosendal,
eller flere bilder?

Røynholm beach, recreation area and marina
are situated just 3 km from the village centre.
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ROSENDAL EVENT

Amazing hikes and views

Explore the charming village of Rosendal
and its beautiful surroundings on your own
– or book a sightseeing tour with one of
our knowledgeable guides.
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ROSENDAL EVENT

We’ll take you there!

Fjord kayaking • Lake canoeing • Glacier treks
Off road cycling • Cultural and scenic walks

Skålagato 20, 5470 Rosendal

Phone: +47 41 40 54 54
www.rosendalevent.com
info@rosendalevent.com
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FJELLHAUGEN SKISENTER

Welcome to
Fjellhaugen Skisenter

Fjellhaugen Ski Centre is easily accessible from Rosendal. The ski
centre offers great downhill slopes, a special ski lift for children,
cross-country trails in the mountains, an illuminated ski track,
and plenty of parking. Conditions are ideal also for off-piste skiing. Cross-country skiers can ascend Ingahogg (965 m), situated
approx. 45 minutes from the top of the main ski lift. Our ski lodge
has a heated lounge and a kiosk. Free wifi. Excellent 4G mobile
phone reception throughout the mountains.
Welcome to Fjellhaugen Ski Centre
– and our snow-covered mountains!
CONTENTS

FJELLHAUGEN SKISENTER

Blådalsvegen 300, 5498 Matre

Phone: +47 977 10 662
www.fjellhaugen.no
postkasse@fjellhaugen.no
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ROSENDAL PUTBALL PARK

Putball – football golf

• Anybody can play, no
expensive gear needed
• Simple rules, simply fun!

Kyrkjevegen 101, 5486 Rosendal

Phone: +47 959 67 797
www.rosendal-putballpark.no
r-nerh@frisurf.no
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ELINS MATGLEDER

Happiness
– straight from
the oven!
Whether you want to fill your lunch
box for a hike, or sit down with
good friends for a snack or a main
course, we can provide you with a
variety of sweet or savoury dishes.
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ELINS MATGLEDER

WELCOME!

Skålagato 33, 5470 Rosendal

Phone: +47 470 12 125
www.elinsmatgleder.no
elinenes@online.no
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OLALØO

Tradition and great food
– from fjord and mountain

Olaløo at Bondhus is one of the best
farm restaurants in western Norway. A warm welcome from
Arild Lunde and
Beautifully situated between the fjord,
glacier and mountains, Olaløo offers Inger Lise Bondhus !
traditional dishes made with the best
local ingredients.
Groups are welcome to book lunch, dinner or coffee. We
also offer private parties to groups of travellers, and for birth
days, weddings and other celebrations.
With its magnificent surroundings, Olaøo is an ideal venue
for a conference. Here you can find the inspiration to fully
concentrate on your project. Wifi, audiovisual equipment,
and excellent 4G mobile reception. Invite your colleagues or
business partners to a great meal.
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OLALØO

The meat, game and fish we serve come directly from local
farms, wild mountains, the clean deep fjord, and cold mountain
lakes. We take great pride in the food traditions of our ancestors
– and their cider and brewing traditions. Olaløo is fully licensed.
Please let us know your requests. We’ll gladly tailor the menu
to your event.
Olaløo is open daily during the summer,
from June 22 to August 9, and invites you to drop by.

Bondhus 41, 5476 Mauranger

Phone: +47 478 13 306
www.olaoa.no
inger.lise@knett.no
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FOLGEFONN FERIEGARD

A holiday house
on the Hardangerfjord!

Enjoy the magnificent Hardangerfjord right outside your door.
It will enchant you from the moment you wake until you fall asleep.
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FOLGEFONN FERIEGARD

Sjøhus

Raualøo

Welcome to an unforgettable holiday in Rosendal! We offer
accommodation with a choice between an attractive cabin right
on the fjord, our refurbished main house, our outbuilding, or
our mountain farm at Bjørndal. There’s also a romantic bridal
suite in our silo! Our red barn, Raualøo, is ideal for private parties
small and large, and as a conference facility.

Hålandsvegen 14, 5486 Rosendal

Phone: +47 906 91 301
www.folgefonn.net
rosendal@folgefonn.net
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ROSENDAL TURISTHOTELL

Home is where your heart is

Rosendal Turisthotell enjoys a magnificent view of the Hardangerfjord, has an interior design inspired by the natural surroundings,
and is renowned for its warm and welcoming atmosphere.
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ROSENDAL TURISTHOTELL

Live music, with Tore Hartvik on the
harmonica, in the hotel’s wine cellar.

Skålagato 17, 5486 Rosendal

Phone: +47 53 47 36 66
www.rosendalturisthotell.no
post@rosendalturisthotell.no
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ROSENDAL FJORDHOTEL

At the mouth of the Hardangerfjord
– surrounded by majestic mountains

Accommodation in
pleasant surroundings.
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ROSENDAL FJORDHOTEL

Rosendalsvegen 46, 5470 Rosendal

Phone: +47 53 48 80 00
www.rosendal-fjordhotel.no
booking@rosendal-fjordhotel.no
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HARDANGER FJORD LODGE

Genuine, simple and honest
– as our lodge has always been

The comfort you need
after a long day of mountain adventures.
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HARDANGER FJORD LODGE

Sunndalsvegen 631, 5476 Mauranger

Phone: +47 948 45 992
www.hardangerfjordlodge.com
stay@hardangerfjordlodge.com
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ROSENDAL HYTTETUN

A Hardangerfjord gem

Like a gem, we are situated on the seafront of the
Hardangerfjord. We are a cozy little cottage yard
with great ambitions. Today we rent out cabins,
apartments, permanent caravan sites, camping,
motorhome and tent pitches, boats and fishing
equipment.
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ROSENDAL HYTTETUN

Some of the cabins are
Many of our guests use us as located
a base on
forthe
walks
in the
Maurangerfjord, onFolgefonna
Kroka near Sundal.
area such as the Baroniet Rosendal,
NaRight atMelderskin,
the entranceMalto
tional Park Center, Gallery Guddal,
Folgefonna National
Park.
mangernuten, Trolltunga, Bondhusbreen,
Ænesdalen,

Gygrastol, Furebergfossen, Folgefonna Summer Ski
Center etc.
If you do not want to go on a long trip, rather take a
walk on hiking trails to beaches and rocky mountains
right by the cottage yard.

We have small and large boats for hire.
Perfect for fishing or exploring the fjord.

Many of our guests use us as a base for walks in the area,
such as Trolltunga, Bondhusbreen, Ænesdalen, Gygrastol,
Furebergfossen, Folgefonna Summer Ski Center, etc.

Nesvegen 275, 5470 Rosendal

Phone: +47 917 30 037
www.rosendalhyttetun.no
oddbjorn@kroka.no
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ROSENDAL BUBILPARKERING

A fully equipped motorhome
– right by the oceanside

Rosendal Bubilparkering is a motorhome located by the
fjord, in the middle of Rosendal. We are fully equipped
with water filling, flushing of toilet, waste water and garbage. There are also showers and toilet facilities. We are
open all year and have 80 seats available.
You can drive from Odda to Rosendal through the Folgefunn tunnel. The Folgefunn tunnel is the only mainland
connection out of the municipality from Rosendal. You
can also get to Rosendal via the ferry links Gjermundshavn-Årsnes, Skjersholmane-Ranavik, Utbjoa-Sydnes or
Skånevik-Utåker.
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Located in the middle of Rosendal, it is walking distance to
the shopping street just around the corner with quaint shops
and several eateries. If you fancy a hike, there is something
for everyone. Here you can walk straight from the motor
home to the majestic Melderskin, or take the family to Skjethaug (Skålafjell) and enjoy the magnificent view. Otherwise,
see attractions and activities for what you can find here.

ROSENDAL
BUBILPARKERING
Skålafjæro 1, 5470 Rosendal

Phone: +47 53 48 46 66
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RØDNE

The Hardanger Express Boat is the easiest, fastest and most
scenic way to get from Bergen to the village of Rosendal.

Our comfortable express boat brings you quickly from Bergen to
Rosendal, a charming village on the Hardangerfjord. Along the way,
enjoy the idyllic fjords, cascading waterfalls and breathtaking scenery.

Flesland
Bergen
Airport

Rosendal
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RØDNE

Photo: Tom Gulbrandsen

A choice of unforgettable fjord cruises,
from Stavanger or Bergen

Skagenkaien 35-37, N-4006 Stavanger

Phone: +47 51 89 52 70
www.rodne.no
mail@rodne.no
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